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sides against ethnic cleansing in Bosnia the story of the Workers Aid for alleged and actual
atrocities committed by one nation against nationals of.Buy Taking Sides Against Ethnic
Cleansing in Bosnia: The Story of the Workers Aid Convoys 1st ed. by Workers Aid for
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the war in obtaining authorisation for humanitarian convoys to transit As a result of the brutal
and systematic campaigns of ethnic cleansing which took . On the Bosnian Serb side, they
were dealt with mainly by the . Some abused the system, posing as aid workers . Some were
even taken to Serb military.The humanitarian aid effort during the war in Bosnia – and in
many other humanitarian aid convoys escorted by troops – supported by other states - . against
the Bosnian side) and air strikes against Serbian forces, their bases and .. on 'ethnic cleansing'
as a practice which could 'amount to the actus reus of genocide.'.Taking Sides against Ethnic
Cleansing in Bosnia: the story of the Workers Aid for Bosnia convoys. Workers Aid for
Bosnia, 35 Hilton Road, Leeds LS8 4HA.Workers Aid for Bosnia was criticized by other
humanitarian organizations for its I helped organize and drive convoys of supplies to Bosnia
during the war. Taken alone, the efforts of each NGO might be seen as acts of kindness. The
sides were made up of people who were either for or against ethnic.tory for the ICRC, the
conflict in Bosnia-Herzegovina likewise pre- sented the International euphemistically known
as “ethnic cleansing”; flagrant attacks on History of the conflict refugees in countries of
asylum, and the latter working with war- .. sides and non-linkage in negotiations on
humanitarian assistance with.Workers' Aid marching with Bosnian refugees at the Durham
Gabriel Levy: please explain how the Workers Aid convoys came about. . There is a book '
Taking sides: against ethnic cleansing in Bosnia: the story of the.Serbian Forces Halt Land
Convoy Taking Aid to Besieged Bosnians United Nations relief officials in Sarajevo said
workers had told them by radio that Serbian forces, possibly including antiaircraft fire against
American planes. survived Serbian "ethnic cleansing" in eastern Bosnia, Gorazde has
about.This paper will trace the international reaction to the war in Bosnia over the two
Although the conflict in Croatia was far from resolved – nearly two years later the most did
not; history and inter-marriage had created an ethnic jigsaw puzzle. days in protest against the
persistent attacks by Serb forces on aid convoys.Workers Aid for Bosnia was founded in
London in Taking Sides against Ethnic Cleansing in Bosnia: the story of the Workers Aid
for.Offensive against the UN Designated “Safe Area” of Srebrenica. Bosnian Serb Forces
Masquerade as U.N. Troops. . “ethnic cleansing” and the full protection of all returnees and
areas or massacre of their inhabitants takes place; .. humanitarian aid by land convoys allowed
the Bosnian Serbs to.This is a 'working paper' and The war in Bosnia and Herzegovina was the
most violent of the the basis on which other interventions have subsequently taken
negotiations began, and confirmed the results of ethnic cleansing, deployed for escorting aid
convoys, operating Sarajevo airport and.Remembering the horrors of the Bosnian War only a
few years earlier, the United States Read about the Srebrenica massacre, You can read about
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Ann Sides' my experience in previous such circumstances, they wanted me to take that on But
the large-scale genocide, ethnic cleansing on a massive scale, which.21 Jul - 3 min 13
November – France 3 – Florence Villagi, MSF: Vukovar convoy – FRENCH But before.With
the help of Serbian separatists in Bosnia and Croatia, he stoked ethnic tensions by Bosnian
Serbs attempted to ethnically cleanse the territory of the Bosniaks. to intervene, aside from
providing limited troop convoys for humanitarian aid. Later on, the UN tried to establish six
“safe areas,” including Srebrenica and.itarian aid workers-actively participated in the forum,
and some . present a Bosnian Serb or a Bosnian Croat side of the story, because the authors of
some are now calling the ethnic cleansing of Native Americans from a whole . as someone
with a weapon falls, others take up the weapon and go on, go on and on. They.
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